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Abstract: This paper aims at underlining the existence of a demand which is coming from a United Nation report known as Jacques Delors report. So, the intelligence of „to feel” (EQ or Emotional Intelligence) will be improved by a qualitative jump towards the intelligence of „to be” (SQ or Spiritual Intelligence). If this new type of intelligence has been nominated starting with 2000, we can speak about a vision of the authors from Jacques Delors report. Meanwhile, the psychologist and managerial specialists improved the charismatic leader type with the transformational leader type. In our days, the new type of Spiritual Intelligence will determine a new type of education together with a new type of Spiritual Leader. The right for happiness became for soon the object of a UN resolution-see Resolution 65/309. Happiness: towards a holistic approach to development - which will determine new policies for central and local administrations all over Europe, not only in Romania. Through the arguments from the paper itself, the paper demonstrates that a change must be made in the educational field, in order to respect United Nations resolution by governments and by new education study plans. If public marketing is speaking about customer satisfaction or citizen satisfaction, than public management should speak about state of happiness and well-being for individuals and state of harmony for groups and between groups, for collectivities and between them.
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